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OVERVIEW

Gamingtec is a B2B platform solutions 
provider servicing a full-suite product 
portfolio for iGaming incumbents 
combined with best-in-class management 
services.

Gamingtec offers a secure platform and 
customizable front-end design through 
our B2B solutions in the form of Payments 
games and sports betting.

Gamingtec build and offer
high-quality platform solutions 
for iGaming



THE 
GROUP Pure B2B supplier for 

the iGaming industry
Evidenced by strong 
organic growth and 
profitability

Full scalability and 
reliability, with
industry leading
uptime

Modular platform 
architecture allowing 
partial or full
integrations

Catering all projects
aiming to succeed in 
various markets

Modular product suite, 
possible to be 
delivered stand alone 
to proprietary client 
platforms



PRODUCTS  
LINE-UP

1. LAUNCHPAD
The fastest and most cost effective 
way to place our platform at the 
centre of your business

2. ORBIT
Tailored made Turnkey solution 
for fully manageable brands and 
industry experts

3. CASINO
Extensive games portfolio to
quickly launch your online casino
business

4. SPORTSBOOK
Complete sports betting solutions 
for competitive bookmakers

5. PAYMENTS
The gateway to the best PSPs 
worldwide, tailored to targeted 
markets
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What is GT payments?

Our GT Payment solution is the gateway to the best 
providers in the industry!
With Meta (Facebook), Instagram, and other big tech sites falling victim to downtime recently, it’s absolutely 
vital as a brand that your payment system remains reliable.

Using our payment platform, clients are equipped with everything they need to deliver a multi-channel and 
multi-currency casino, with live-dealer products, without downtimes and interruptions.



50
COUNTRIES IN 
OPERATIONS

100
CURRENCIES  
SUPPORTED

€ 120 M.
WORTH OF

TRANSACTIONS

61
PAYMENTS  

METHODS

37
MERCHANTS



GT 
PAYMENTS 
HIGHLIGHTS

Seamless maintenance 
(without downtimes 
and interruptions)

API integration, with 
Hosted page or Server 
to Server options

Pay by link feature, 
that unchains you 
from the integration

Auto reconciliation 
for the payment 
methods
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BENEFITS A single platform that provides clients with everything they 
need to deliver for multi-channel and multi-currency casino and
live-dealer products.

Latest technologies.

All necessary payment methods: credit cards, bank 
transfers, and alternative payment methods.

Featured monitoring system with "Who? What? When?" 
alerts.

Anti-fraud system — across merchants and payment 
methods with ultimate reports on sportsbook performance.



PAYMENT 
PROVIDERS



The primary objective of Gamingtec is to offer a cost-effective and high-quality turnkey solutions by 
combining the management team expertise with robust platform and high-quality products.

We offer more than software
Our platform is modular and each product is managed by a dedicated team of experts in their respective 
area – CORE, Sportsbook, Casino, Payments and Affiliate Platform. We can offer a complete iGaming
experience where the partner can choose our full bespoke front-end or build their own, can decide between 
industry leading sportsbook iframes or a fully customized GT frame on the API of choice, and choose

between having own 3rd party agreements versus GT deals. Flexibility and customization are what defines us.

Why choose Gamingtec?



Aggregation and gamification
All platform modules outside CORE are based on content aggregation from the most popular providers in the 
industry. The variety in sportsbook offering, casino games or payment methods is only matched by our 
means to enhance the content value.

We have partners, not clients
The principle of revenue sharing sets the base for every partnership we go into. Sharing benefits means 
sharing risks hence a common goal to keep a top quality standard in our products and services we deliver to 
our partners in all aspects of the business.

Why choose Gamingtec?



gamingtec
Gamingtec is an international company 
that offers full turnkey B2B software 
solutions to iGaming industry.

London, United Kingdom 
www.gamingtec.com 
info@gamingtec.com

LET´S  
TALK
Andrei Beu
Commercial Director 
andrei.beu@gamingtec.com

Denis Wittebrood
Sales Manager 
denis.wittebrood@gamingtec.com
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